The long path towards implementation of clinical proteomics: Exemplified based on CKD273.
Clinical proteomics aims at the development and the implementation of novel biomarkers that demonstrate a clear clinical benefit in the management of diseases. However, though the attention in the field is increasing and multiple articles on biomarker research are published, clinical implementation of these biomarkers is scarce. In this paper, we aim towards identifying the hurdles on the path towards implementation, and present one successful approach, based on capillary electrophoresis coupled with mass spectrometry. A panel of biomarkers identified and assessed using this approach, termed CKD273, has recently received a Letter-of-Support from the US-Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and is now implemented in the (early) management of chronic kidney disease. Based on this experience in the process towards implementation of CKD273, issues associated with implementation and suggestions how to meet these challenges are given.